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ABSTRACT
We implemented a fully automated benchmarking system, the performance test platform (PTP). It is developed with special emphasis on flexibility and therefore uses library centric application design combining several orthogonal modules. The modules consist of a base of Bash shell scripts and an orthogonal web front-end written in PHP. We thereby ensure that no restrictions are imposed on the benchmarked systems. Furthermore we show the platform’s application and results obtained by benchmarking different algebraic equation specification approaches.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
We present the performance test platform (PTP), a fully automated benchmark system to consequently analyze compile-time and run-time performance of different algorithms, programming paradigms, or even complete applications. The compiler attributes are fully parametrized, which allows the use of different compilers and options on multiple hosts with several operating systems. It is not only possible to pass various options to the compiler, but it is also possible to pass different options to the newly compiled executable. The rapid development of micro processors and the huge range of currently available processor types requires very complex tools to analyze applications in order to optimize their run-time performance. Additionally, compilers also undergo their own evolution and different compilers introduce a new set of optimization possibilities to control the new features of modern micro processors with each new generation. The possibilities of combining all of these switches and options is increasing even more rapidly and results in a staggering amount of possibilities to choose from. A manual selection of settings to obtain optimal performance is therefore not an efficient task as even different types of applications require a different set of options and switches.

A project was therefore initiated with the goal to determine which compiler-options result in optimal code on different architectures, operating systems, and from different programming paradigms. During the development of a batch-job-system using Bash shell scripts [12] the idea to extend this to a complete performance test platform was born. Once a system consisting of several shell scripts and a hierarchical directory structure was developed, usability had to be increased to make this system accessible on various platforms without manual interaction. A database system, a graphical user interface, as well as graphical statistic modules have therefore been developed.

THE DEVELOPED PLATFORM
The base of the developed system consists of a collection of Bash shell scripts and an orthogonally implemented graphical web front-end in the dynamic web programming language PHP [5], cf. Figure 1. Both are supplemented by a MySQL database [13] and GNU R [7], a statistical and graphical suite used to process the results and create graphical output.

We chose a shell-script backend to ensure the possibility to easily change parameters, templates and scripts manually or by the graphical user interface. We thereby achieve a maximum of freedom and openness for a large variety of systems, languages, compilers, and algorithms to test. The database was implemented in MySQL, because it is widely available, easy to use, and very stable when using InnoDB-engines [15, 11] with foreign constraints. Using these features and a
graphical front-end such as phpMyAdmin have the possibility to apply even complex changes (i.e. changing the constraints or dependencies of tables) in an efficient and safe way.

We also implemented a graphical user interface module for GNU R to finally obtain HTML pages. It provides the facilities to produce graphical output in the style of common spreadsheet-applications from performance test results. The templates used guarantee an easy way to modify the style of the resulting figures.

We chose a web front-end written in PHP to control the test platform for many reasons. First, we can use nearly every system providing a browser to control the platform, second we did not need to implement a separate GUI, and, finally, the PHP language provides facilities to execute programs on different systems. We can therefore use the web-front-end with other underlying systems as well.

The most important feature of the base system is its modularity and the resulting exchangeability of modules. The main modules can be used without the graphical front-end. This is ensured by using a sophisticated directory structure and small task specific shell scripts allowing modification or substitution of single tasks in the benchmark system or single configurations for one benchmark. The appearance and style of the final figures can thereby be changed without any modification of the core system itself.

The directory structure consists of a directory for each test. This root directory then contains directories for configuration files, source files, and templates, as well as directories for additional files, e.g. input files, concerning the simulation process and for each configuration, option, and host. Figure 2 shows the directory tree of the test-directory.

The **config** directory contains all configuration files for a job, where each test (different language, executable, or compiler) has its own configuration. The following table gives an overview of some of the possible tags.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xxxARCHITECTxxx</td>
<td>architecture of the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxLANGUAGExxx</td>
<td>language of the tested program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxHOSTxxx</td>
<td>space-separated list of hosts to use for the tests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The **template** directory contains templates for Make-files and time-measure scripts. The time-measure scripts are invoked by the runonhost.sh script and measure the compile time as well as the execution time. The **src** directory contains the sources for all tests of this job (different programs, compilers, and hosts). The **zzz_*** directories are named according to the used architecture, the language, the compiler, and a unique executable number. These directories contain one sub-directory per compiler-option-string. Each of these directories contains one directory per host. There are several files in these directories: `makefile.conf` and `measure.conf` are the configuration files for the `Makefile` and `measure.sh` script. Additionally, the source files along with the resulting object files and executables and, after the tests have been run, the files containing the test results are located here.

The **simulation** directory contains, beside a few control files such as `simulation.started` and `simulation.ended`, the status file `simulation.status` and for each host the job lists and output files. The simulation can be controlled by editing the host job lists or the two control files.

After running the tests from the web-front-end, the **docu** directory contains all tables, figures and a PHP-file, which is included in the front-end-documentation. In this way it is guaranteed, that the documentation is accessible from the front-end in the typical style, but can also be used without the front-end.

The shell-scripts mirror the procedure of the benchmark test:
- First the directory structure is created and set up.
- The files are then distributed and the actual tests are run.
- The final task is to document the results.

**THE WEB-FRONT-END**

PHP-Scripts control the basic layout, the login (see Figure 3), the connection to the database as well as the report section, the control section, and the tutorial section. Authentication is performed against the login management of the server (i.e. local accounts using PAM [1] or network accounts using NIS [2]). Therefore no separate login-management nor accounts have to be pro-
provided, but all users having valid logins at the server can login to the platform out of the box. The biggest advantage of this login management is its modularity, so even advanced authentication systems such as kerberos [3] can easily be incorporated. Cookies are used to avoid outdated login sessions. The basic graphical layout of the PTP is different for normal users and for admins, respectively.

All reports concerning hosts, jobs and the platform can be found in the report-section ('Berichte'). Access to reports dealing with the platform is restricted to admins only, all other reports are viewable by every user of the platform.

Reports about the hosts (Figure 4) contain the names of the hosts, their operating systems, the CPU type and speed, and the amount of main memory. Information on the availability of selected hosts which can be used by the system for benchmarks is provided on a separate page (see Figure 5).

Reports about the jobs contain the root-directory of the job and its current status. Information about logins is available in the platform report section.

All controls about hosts, jobs, and the platform can be found in the control section ('Einstellungen'). A user can change only the settings of his own jobs.

The mask for adding configurations (Figure 6) refers to the configuration tags shown earlier in this paper. It is divided into several sections:

- The section ‘Allgemeine Informationen’ deals with the architecture and the language and the selection of hosts that should be used.
- The 'Compiler' section contains the name and executable of the compiler. Compiler option strings and include paths can be specified optionally.
- The next section is called 'Linker'. If this entry is empty, the compiler executable is assumed to be used for linking as well. There are optional fields for linker flags, library paths, and libraries to link against.
- In the section 'Source-Files' the names of the source files along with the header files needed to compile the program are specified.
- In the last section 'Make and Executable' it is possible to specify the name of the make command and the executable. Flags and switches for the make command or the executable option strings can also be entered here.

The important part of analyzing the results of the performance test runs is managed by a wrapper tool to GNU R. Different templates are used to interpret the corresponding output of the single tasks obtained by the shell scripts. Transformations of the output data, selections, and finally illustration templates have been developed to ease the complex process of intelligence collection. The 'Analyze Results' mask is shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7: The 'Analyze Results' mask.](image)

The parameter for the abscissa and the set of curves can be chosen for compile times as well as execute times. All other parameters result in separate tables and figures based on given and adjustable templates.

**RESULTS OF A BENCHMARK**

Using the performance test platform we compared different equation specification approaches, based on a generic scientific simulation environment [9, 14, 10] and the corresponding performance analysis [8]. Therefore we analyzed several techniques which are available in C++.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPU type</th>
<th>Clock speed</th>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>Compiler</th>
<th>MFLOPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>2.8 GHz</td>
<td>2 GB</td>
<td>GCC 4.0.2</td>
<td>2310.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Duo</td>
<td>2.4 GHz</td>
<td>2 GB</td>
<td>GCC 4.3</td>
<td>8804.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athlon 64</td>
<td>2.2 GHz</td>
<td>2 GB</td>
<td>GCC 4.1.2</td>
<td>10134.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We compared the following equation specification methods:
- The expression template technique was used as described in [4].
- The GNU g++ implementation of the valarray data type was used as a test.
- Blitz++ [16]
- Naïve C++ implementation
- The GSSE approach [9] based on topological traversal and an equation concept based mostly on the Boost Phoenix library [6].

The test is performed using a vector addition \( A_f = A_0 + A_c + A_d \), evaluated with different vector sizes. The definitions of the corresponding data types are given in the next code snippet:

```c
typedef std::valarray<double> Array_t;
typedef blitz::Array<double,1> Array_t;
typedef std::vector<double> Array_t;
```

The next figures presents and compare the results obtained by the different approaches. The y-axis is labeled with operations per second. The vector addition is built by three operations, two additions and one assignment. Figure 8 shows the high runtime performance of an Intel P4 microprocessor as long as the values are cached.

![Figure 8: Comparison of functional specification on an Intel P4 microprocessor.](image)

Figure 9 presents the results for an Intel Core Duo microprocessor. The sudden drop in runtime performance at certain vector lengths should be noted.

![Figure 9: Comparison of functional specification on an Intel Core Duo microprocessor.](image)

Figure 10 depicts the best benchmark results for an AMD Athlon 64 microprocessor with AMD rating 3500+.

![Figure 10: Comparison of functional specification on an AMD Athlon 64 microprocessor.](image)
CONCLUSION

Based on a set of Bash shell scripts, a statistical analysis tool, and a comprehensive graphical user interface, a performance test platform was developed to ease the benchmarking processes. A completely automated process chain is thereby obtained to analyze the performance optimization possibilities of modern microprocessor architectures and new compiler versions.
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